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Eye evolution: a question of genetic promiscuity
Dan-E Nilsson
Animal eyes have long served as a classical example of

independent origin followed by convergence of structures onto

a few different solutions. During the past decade this view has

been challenged by the discovery of shared developmental

regulatory genes. The Pax6 gene in particular is almost

universally employed for eye formation in bilaterian animals,

despite widely different embryological origins. The resulting

controversy on the multiple or single origins of animal eyes has

gradually been sharpened by continuing discoveries of further

general similarities in the genetic regulatory circuits of eye

development. Recent work on gene expression in specified cell

types, together with comparative studies of developmental

genes in cnidarians, now show some promise to a solution of

the controversy.
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Introduction
The most interesting parts of eye evolution happened just

before and during the Cambrian explosion (543–520

million years [Ma] ago), when essentially modern types

of animal appear for the first time [1��]. Fossils from

before the Cambrian (>543 Ma) show no obvious traces

of bilaterians, but cnidarians appear to have been abun-

dant in the preceding 30 Ma [1��,2–5]. Genetic dating of

phylogenetic divergences indicates that the major

branches of Bilateria separated 100–300 Ma before the

Cambrian explosion, and that Cnidaria was split off even

earlier [6–9]. As the first animal communities with long

range predators, which require swift mobility and vision,

appear as a product of the Cambrian explosion [1��,
10–12], it is likely that cnidarians and the major branches

of bilaterians existed before a need for simple photore-

ception turned into a need for real eyes.
ww.sciencedirect.com
All eyes, irrespective of their degree of sophistication,

require a few fundamental building blocks, such as photo-

receptor cells and screening pigment. The way photo-

receptor cells and pigment shields are arranged, and

whether there are any refracting or any reflecting optical

elements involved depend on the type of eye and the

amount of information it is supposed to provide [11].

Interestingly, the light sensitivity of photoreceptor cells is

not exclusively useful in eyes — it is a widespread sensory

modality present in nearly all forms of life, including

animals, plants, fungi, unicellular eukaryotes, and prokar-

yotes [13]. The unique innovation in early animals was

the assembly of photoreceptive cells and other structures

to provide eyes. In terms of sensory information this was a

giant leap from simple monitoring of ambient light inten-

sities to pictorial information of immense potential for

mobile organisms [10]. Evolution of photoreceptor cells is

thus a separate process that must have largely preceded

eye evolution.

An answer to the question of whether eyes evolved once

or many times crucially depends on whether or not all

eyes share a common type of photoreceptor cell that can

believably be traced back to a prototypic eye in an

ancestral species [14]. Here, I initially discuss such early

events in eye evolution, and then continue to the origin of

more elaborate eyes. Finally, I focus on the particularly

difficult problems of homologies in cell specification, and

demonstrate how recent advances are beginning to reveal

the faint contours of an evolutionary history where evi-

dence from physiology, embryology, and developmental

genetics are assessed together.

Evolution of visual pigments and
photoreceptor cells
Light is an important cue to many forms of life, and light

sensitive pigments exist in nearly all branches of living

organisms, from bacteria to man [13]. Different flavopro-

teins, including cryptochromes, phototropins, and photo-

activated adenyl cyclase, act as photopigments in uni-

cellular algae [15]. Cryptochromes are also known for

their role in insects and vertebrates, in which they are

involved in control of the biological clock [16–20]. To

date, none of the flavoproteins are known to be linked to a

transduction cascade for generation of a receptor poten-

tial. The other large group of photopigments is the

retinal-binding opsins, known for their role in bacteria,

unicellular algae, and animals [21,22]. These are mem-

brane bound proteins with seven trans-membrane

(7-TM) regions, and they belong to the same family as

most chemoreceptor proteins. It is possible that chemor-

eception preceded photoreception in this protein family.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2004, 14:407–414
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Two types of photoreceptor cell coexist in the major branches of

Bilateria: (a) the rhabdomeric type and (b) the ciliary type. The

photopigment and proteins of the transduction cascade are consistently

paralogous between the two receptor-types, which suggests that the

common ancestor to all Bilateria possessed both types. The

photopigments (r-opsin and c-opsin) absorb light by means of a bound

retinal chromophore. After receiving a photon, the opsins activate a G-

protein (Gq and Gi) composed of three subunits (a, b, g). In rhabdomeric

photoreceptors the G-protein activates a phospholipase enzyme (PLC)

turning PIP2 (phosphatidyl inositol diphosphate) into IP3 (inositol

triphosphate), (c) which eventually leads to a depolarization of the

membrane potential. The ciliary receptor instead contains a

phosphodiesterase (PDE), which turns cGMP (cyclic guanosine

monophosphate) into GMP (guanosine monophosphate), (d) which

finally leads to hyperpolarization of the cell. Also the arrestins (arr-b and

arr-a), and rhodopsin kinases (rk 2, 3 and rk 1), which terminate the

response, are paralogous proteins in the two receptor-types.

Compilation of data from Arendt and Wittbrodt [14].
In animal sensory cells and neurons this family of receptor

proteins is coupled to a transduction machinery for gen-

erating a receptor potential, and the 7-TM receptor

proteins are commonly referred to as G-protein coupled

receptors. Photopigments known to be involved in animal

vision are exclusively of the opsin family, but there are

also several types of opsin involved in extraocular photo-

reception in animals [23–27].

There are many different cell types containing photopig-

ments in animals, and many more are probably yet to be

discovered. The most obvious photoreceptor cells in

animals are those involved in vision, because they contain

conspicuous membrane specializations in the form of

microvilli or modified cilia [28]. The visual demand for

fast response and sensitivity over narrow angles requires

these large concentrations of photopigment, whereas cells

that only signal slow changes of ambient intensity can

work without such specializations. Animal visual cells

come in two main varieties, one with specialized cilia

and one with specialized microvilli (forming rhabdoms)

[28]. Vertebrate eyes have ciliary receptors and the major-

ity of invertebrate eyes have rhabdomeric receptors.

Molecular comparisons of the opsins indicate an ancient

dichotomy between the ciliary and the rhabdomeric types

[14]. The two major classes of opsins are neatly distrib-

uted in each of the two receptor-types. The transduction

machinery also differs between ciliary and rhabdomeric

receptors. Each of the two receptor types has its own

subgroup of G-proteins and different transduction cas-

cades, which involve phosphodiesterase and hyperpolar-

izing responses in ciliary receptors, and phospholipase C

and depolarizing responses in rhabdomeric receptors

(Figure 1; [14]). The ancestral difference between the

two types is further strengthened by general differences

in the way the response is terminated [14]. Exceptions to

this strict division in photoreceptor types are the mantle

eyes of clams, which in many respects seem to represent a

third class [14]. Cnidarian photoreceptors are generally of

the ciliary type but it is yet unknown if they comply fully

with the bilaterian ciliary type.

Eyes and their components
The classical view of eye evolution is one of multiple

origin and astonishing convergences onto a few optical

types of eye (Figure 2; [10,11,29,30]). The vertebrate and

cephalopod eyes have been a particularly celebrated

example of how functional constraints can channel dif-

ferent origins into almost indistinguishable optical

designs. The reason for assuming different origin has

been that different tissues contribute to form eyes in

different animal groups. Cephalopod eyes, for instance,

are ontogenetically formed entirely by a series of invagi-

nations of the lateral head ectoderm, whereas the verte-

brate retina and pigment epithelium develop from the

neural ectoderm of the brain vesicle, which induces the

lateral head ectoderm to form the lens [10]. Arthropod
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2004, 14:407–414
compound eyes are formed from the same tissue as that in

cephalopods, but the ontogeny is radically different,

resulting in an array of ommatidia [10]. The prominent

eyes in clams are not cephalic structures at all, but

develop from the mantle-edge epithelium, and could

exist in parallel with reduced cephalic eyes [31]. Photo-

receptor cells are rhabdomeric in arthropod compound

eyes and cephalopod camera eyes, but ciliary in verte-

brate eyes and the mantle eyes of clams [10,14]. The

proteins (crystallines) forming animal lenses are different
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Animal eyes might appear extremely diverse, but they all belong to a small number of optical types. The illustrations show (a) a vertebrate

camera-type eye (coral cod), (b) a cephalopod camera-type eye (cuttlefish), (c) an insect compound eye (horse fly), (d) a box jellyfish rhopalium

with both camera type eyes and pigment-pit eyes, and (e) a row of concave mirror eyes of a clam (scallop). The insect and cephalopod eyes both have

rhabdomeric photoreceptors and develop from the lateral head ectoderm, but the optical designs are so different that there can be no functional

intermediates. Their last common ancestor can at most have had a pair of simple pit eyes with rhabdomeric receptors. Present day vertebrate

eyes show many signs of an independent origin. The vertebrate eye has ciliary photoreceptors and an unusual embryology that could possibly be

explained by an ancestor that lost or never had vision, but retained photoreceptors. Although both ciliary and rhabdomeric photoreceptors exist

in all major branches of Bilateria, it is most often the rhabdomeric type that has been incorporated into eyes. Jellyfish eyes, along with those of

vertebrates, belong to the relatively rare examples of eyes with ciliary receptors, but there is yet insufficient information to say if jellyfish photoreceptors

are in every respect homologous to bilaterian ciliary receptors. The mantle eyes of clams are non-cephalic and likely to be new acquisitions.

Their ciliary photoreceptors could form a third class, displaying a mixture of components possibly co-opted from other types of photoreceptor

and chemoreceptor [14,31].
and unrelated in vertebrates, cephalopods, and clams,

clearly indicating independent origin of the lenses

[32,33].

Comparative physiology versus
developmental genetics
Based on fundamental differences in eye ontogeny and

the consistent differences between ciliary and rhabdo-

meric systems, the impressive optical design of eyes

seems to have evolved multiple times independently,

but from only a few ancient types of photoreceptor cell.

An earlier morphological investigation [28] even sug-

gested that eyes evolved independently between 40

and 65 times, but this was probably taken to be an
www.sciencedirect.com
exaggeration by most visual physiologists. These views

might seem incompatible with the discovery that eye

formation in Bilateria is almost universally initiated by a

transcription factor from a family of conserved homolo-

gous genes, now generally termed Pax6 [34–36]. Natu-

rally, this led to the suggestion that all eyes date back to a

common ancestor with a prototypic eye formed by related

genetic pathways [35]. But the accumulated evidence for

multiple origins of eyes could not be so easily discarded,

leading to the now decade-long controversy on how eyes

evolved. However, there is no reason to exaggerate the

depth of the controversy because it is partly semantic.

The proposed prototypic eye is simple, with only one

photoreceptor cell and one pigment cell [35]. To most
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2004, 14:407–414
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visual physiologists, this is not an eye; just as a muscle cell

and an osteocyte is not a leg. Visual physiologists and

developmental geneticists alike will still have to agree

that the optical design of cephalopod and vertebrate eyes

remains an impressive case of convergent evolution.

The core of the controversy is more fundamental and

rests on the fact that homologous developmental genes

generate paralogous photodetection systems. The differ-

ences between rhabdomeric and ciliary photoreceptor

cells are profound, as described above, but the general

homology in eye developmental genetics seems equally

profound. It is not just Pax6 genes that are shared in eye

development. An entire regulatory circuit involving the

genes Pax6, Six (sine oculis gene; vertebrate), Eya (eyes
absent gene; vertebrate), and Dach (dachshund gene; verte-

brate) with largely overlapping expression patterns in

vertebrate eye development has a counterpart in Droso-
phila eye development with the homologous set of genes

ey/toy (eyeless/twin of eyeless gene; Drosophila), so (sine
oculis gene; Drosophila), eya (eyes absent gene; Drosophila),

and dac (dachshund gene; Drosophila) (Figure 3;

[37–40,41�,42]). After these genes have determined the

eye field, a self-propagating wave is set up by short range

signaling from homologous genes in zebrafish (Shh; Sonic
hedgehog) and Drosophila (hh; hedgehog) [43–46]. This wave

of Shh/hh signaling moves across the eye field to activate

the proneural gene Atonal and turn off Pax6. In both

zebrafish and Drosophila the result is a regular array of

founder cells from which the mosaic of retinal cells

differentiate [43].

From these striking similarities it might seem that verte-

brate and insect eyes must date back to a rather advanced

ancestral eye. But picking out only the similarities can be

deceptive. The waves of hh or Shh expression are different

in important details. In Drosophila, hh is necessary for

neurogenesis and eye formation, whereas in zebrafish, Shh
is mainly responsible for the regular spacing of ganglion

cells, but not necessary for eye formation. In vertebrates

other than zebrafish, such as Xenopus, mouse, and chicken,

the effects of Shh signalling differ markedly from those in
Figure 3
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Genetic regulatory network for eye development in Drosophila (Redrawn

from Gehring [36]). At this resolution the network is the same in

vertebrates and involves homologous genes.
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Drosophila and zebrafish [46]. There are notable differ-

ences also in the roles of Pax6, Six, Eye, and Dach in the

various species in which they have been investigated

[47–50]. The proposed role of Pax6 as ‘a master control

gene’ for eye development [34,35] can be dismissed,

because neither in vertebrates nor in Drosophila are the

first stages of eye development prevented by Pax6 null

mutants [48,51], and eyes in planarians form completely

even when Pax6 is inactivated [49,50]. Eye developmen-

tal genes in general are also involved in development of

the nervous system, other sensory modalities, and even

outside the sensory/nervous system [52,53]. Similar com-

plications are encountered in the role of Hox genes in

axial patterning [54,55,56�], which indicates that homo-

logies of developmental genes need not correspond

entirely with morphological homologies. An interesting

aspect that deserves further study is the difference in

genetic regulatory circuits between larval and adult eyes

in animals with metamorphosis, or between first formed

and regenerated eyes in animals with such abilities.

Before Bilateria
Cnidarians offer an interesting comparison because they

have fewer classes of Pax genes than found in Bilateria.

Apparently, a duplication of Pax genes occurred in ances-

tral Bilateria, and Pax6 is a product of this duplication

[57]. Thus, bilaterian Pax gene classes 2/5/8 and 4/6 are

both thought to correspond to a single class, PaxB, in

cnidarians [57,58��]. Although most cnidarians are eye-

less, the medusa stage of a few species has lens eyes of

surprising sophistication. Of these, the hydrozoan

Cladonema and the cubozoan Tripedalia both express

PaxB in their eyes [57,58��]. Cubozoans are unique in

having pigmented photoreceptors in the larval stage [59�],
and Tripedalia larvae do express PaxB [58��]. As the polyp

stage is believed to be ancestral in Cnidaria [60,61], and

polyps never have eyes, the connection between eyes and

Pax genes might be independent from that in Bilateria.

Anthozoans, which have no medusa stage, still have a

complete cnidarian set of Pax genes [62]. Even sponges,

which have neither eyes nor a nervous system, do have at

least one copy of a Pax gene [63]. The pattern that

gradually appears is that the degrees of conservation

and homology become gradually lower from developmen-

tal genes through regulatory networks to ontogenetic

processes. Information from developmental genetics will

thus have to be interpreted with caution in evolutionary

discussions.

Cell-type homologies
Recent attempts to reconcile the seemingly incompatible

data from comparative visual physiology and develop-

mental genetics have highlighted the complexity of the

question. In an exemplary study, Arendt and Wittbrodt

[14] have compiled both classical data and new molecular

data, concentrating on possible homologies and diver-

gences in photoreceptor cells throughout the animal
www.sciencedirect.com
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kingdom. The result is a proposed early divergence into a

few photoreceptor types, and an early formation of sim-

ple eyes from which modern sophisticated eyes devel-

oped independently in the various phyla. In a subsequent

study, Arendt [64��] emphasizes the importance of track-

ing homologous cell types and sister cell types through

eye development. Indeed, to be homologous, cell types

should be the product of the same lineage of cell divisions

through ontogenesis, and the ontogenetic path must have

originated in a common ancestor. The way Arendt [64��]
identifies homologous cell-types is based on the expres-

sion of developmental genes and also on the effector

genes responsible for the cell’s function. This is an

interesting and potentially powerful approach, although

it probably will not be the definitive answer to all ques-

tions about eye evolution. The main danger is that an

original cell type can be disguised by co-option of entire

regulatory circuits. The many experiments conducted

that involve ectopic expression of eyes illustrate how

easy it is to override the specification of cell identity,

especially in closely related cell types. Based on similar

arguments, Oakley [65�] has pointed to the possibility

that new eyes might arise from naturally occurring ecto-

pic expression of conserved regulatory modules. Recruit-

ment of regulatory circuits across cell types could be a

common evolutionary mechanism for acquiring new

functions [66–68]. The problem in identifying homolo-

gies from patterns of gene expression is then obvious

because developmental genes can be expected to have

conserved links to effector genes, and functional con-

vergences or parallelism would thus result in extensive

expression of homologous developmental genes in non-

homologous cell-types. Certainly, a high degree of

genetic promiscuity among cell-types would promote

the ability to evolve.

The combinatorial code of gene expression is thus likely

to deceptively indicate homology in cases where certain

physiological functions have been transferred from one

cell type to another by co-option of genetic regulatory

circuits. Promiscuous use of the genome can possibly be

revealed if the cell pedigree is traced back through the

ontogenetic process, but comparisons between distantly

related animal groups with highly diverged ontogenies

will be difficult at best.

For understanding eye evolution we are left with a

number of cues from morphology and ontogenetic paths,

from developmental genes and their interactions, and

from physiology and effector genes. All of these cues

can be deceptive, and none is principally more important

than any other. Hypotheses on eye evolution will also

have to agree with phylogenetic trees, datings of mole-

cular divergence, and the fossil record. The best we can

do is to aim for a synthesis, and it is reassuring that

rigorous attempts in this direction are beginning to appear

[14,64��].
www.sciencedirect.com
Conclusions
Within this short review it has not been possible to discuss

the situation in each phylum. The eyes in vertebrates,

cephalopods, clams, insects, flatworms, and jellyfish have

served as examples (Figure 3), but there are many more

interesting and intriguing cases that deserve attention.

The best studied groups, vertebrates and arthropods, are

known to have a handful of coexisting photoreceptive

systems responsible for different tasks. Some of these

systems are based on non-neural photoreception, with

cryptochromes or opsins, others are morphologically dis-

tinct photoreceptors with axons, but without accessory

cells, and yet others are eyes of varying degrees of

sophistication. It is not unlikely that the early metazoans

already had several simple photosensory systems, which

reflect the basic classes of flavoproteins and opsins known

today. It is also possible that early (deep Precambrian)

phylogenetic divisions, and subsequent parallel evolution

(late Precambrian/early Cambrian) have repeatedly led to

the development of eyes originating from some of the

photosensory systems but only rarely or never originating

from others.

Developmental genes and their regulatory circuits are

known to be very conservative, probably because of a

limited number of genes, mechanistic constraints in gene

interactions and multiple roles of individual genes

[69,70]. Parallel eye evolution from homologous photo-

sensory systems would thus be expected to maintain close

similarities in developmental genetics. If Pax genes had

an ancient role in regulating opsin transcription before the

first eyes evolved, then the present similarities in reg-

ulatory networks might be the result of constraints in gene

regulation mechanisms. On top of these ‘straight lines’ of

evolution there might be numerous cases of co-option of

regulatory circuits, replacements or losses of genes in

regulatory circuits, ectopic replication of entire eyes,

and new cases of induction added to make more sophis-

ticated eyes. The anticipated result of such events would

display fragments of reliable cues mixed in with many

contradictory traits, not unlike the situation described in

this review.

Eye evolution has left traces in the biochemistry of the

transduction cascade, and in the sequences of effector

proteins and their genes. Other traces are found in the

ontogenetic process, the lineage of all contributing cell

types, and in the developmental regulatory genes. In

addition, fossils have left traces, much like blurry snap-

shots of the past. Unfortunately, there is no single

approach that will give us a definitive answer on how

eyes have evolved. We simply need to know more about

all of the above, and we need to get a much better

coverage of the phylogenetic tree. There is little chance

that any single discovery will allow us to claim that eye

evolution is now understood, but we can expect a steady

trickle of information from different disciplines, which
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2004, 14:407–414
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will gradually make the picture clearer and more

detailed.

Update
Since the submission of this review two studies with

potential importance for eye evolution have been pub-

lished. The first of these studies [71] reports that Hox
genes set up bilateral symmetry in a sea anemone, similar

to the action of Hox genes in Bilateria. On the one hand, if

this is a consequence of bilateral symmetry dating back to

a common ancestor of both Cnidaria and Bilateria, the two

groups can be expected to share more of the early phases

of eye evolution. On the other hand, it remains possible

that an original, and yet unknown, role of Hox genes

naturally lends itself to setting up bilateral symmetry, and

that this has happened independently in Bilateria and

some Cnidaria. The finding nevertheless stresses the

urgency of further investigating the transduction machin-

ery and typical eye developmental genes in cnidarians.

The second study [72�] presents fossil evidence of the

existence of a bilaterian animal some 50 Ma prior to the

Cambrian explosion. The seemingly well-preserved ani-

mals are small (less than 0.2 mm) and the morphology

strongly suggests they were slow moving. Interestingly,

these early bilaterians appear to have had several bilateral

pairs of shallow epithelial pits, which could have been

photoreceptive. The finding is in perfect agreement with

the eye evolution scenario proposed here and in earlier

works [10,11]. But it is perhaps wise to await the response

from other palaeontologists before too many conclusions

are drawn from these fossils.
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